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Q1 The 'low-key' non-urban nature of our district is seen as reflected in
the characteristic sharing of residential roads by cars, walkers, runners,
bicycle-riders, horses, etc. (This feature of the area was supported by
over 90% or respondents in the 2015 and 2020 survey, who in similar
numbers did not want the shire to build formal footpaths.) From your

experience, how well does this sharing operate in practice?
Answered: 157 Skipped: 1
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69.93% 107

29.41% 45

26.14% 40

13.73% 21

10.46% 16

64.05% 98

16.99% 26

Q2 What are the key challenges for the sharing of roads?
Answered: 153 Skipped: 5

Total Respondents: 153  

# ELABORATE - OTHER CHALLENGES AND/OR PARTICULAR ROAD VEHICLE GROUPS DATE

1 trucks and haulage vehicles traveling through the township at high speeds 60+km in
particular deter shared use

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 Crossing the Great Ocean Road with lots of traffic, cycling around town and to next towns
with unsafe routes to main destinations. Footpaths through Top Shops gappy and too narrow
- the worst of any town in Vic - Aireys needs a footpath 2 people wide and shaded by trees
from the Eagles Nest Gallery to the hall - smooth gravel or cement but continuous and no
gaps at petrol bowsers.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 I am a full time permanent resident of 5 years and a holiday house owner for nearly 20 years
and I am unfamiliar with "the areas road behaviour". How would I know this, where are the
signs?, information informing me of this. I do make allowances for the horses as they use
the road responsibly.

4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 Dogs off lead a big problem 3/9/2022 9:15 PM

5 It can be challenging crossing the GOR as a pedestrian unless you are at the top or bottom 3/9/2022 3:01 PM
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

visitors in cars unfamiliar with our road behaviour

pedestrians wandering over the roads

bicycle riders in small groups

particular vehicle categories (elaborate below)

dogs being walked

vehicle speed

horse riders
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shops where there is a traffic island.

6 I dont see any issues in the side streets. On the great ocean road I think there needs to be
a formal shared path through town to allow room for cyclists and pedestrians.

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

7 Lack of footpaths. 3/9/2022 10:15 AM

8 Large vehicles towing very large caravans 3/9/2022 10:02 AM

9 Luxury SUV's with women at the wheel or Utes/Pick Ups driven by out of town young men, 3/4/2022 5:06 PM

10 Bambra road people drive way too fast to feel safe on the insufficient verge 3/1/2022 2:54 PM

11 Bambra road- no footpath and cars driving fast + narrow for 2 cars. Difficult and dangerous
for walkers and cyclists. There needs to be a footpath. Aireys st - cars speed up and down
blind too fast for road quality (narrow and dirt road and sides eroding)- high risk for car
accident or walker/cyclists accident

2/28/2022 4:03 PM

12 car and truck drivers who don't like/don't understand/don't respect bike riders car drivers who
don't respect walkers in general vehicle drivers who are in too much of a hurry

2/15/2022 11:22 AM

13 GOR and Bambra should be limited to 50km/h and it needs to be enforced! 2/11/2022 10:45 AM

14 volume of cars, no or limited shoulder on roads for bike making it unsafe to ride GOR
particularly over summer. Tradies often speeding in morning to get to work or surf! People
thinking they are on a race track.

2/10/2022 8:57 PM

15 Vehicles that drive 39kh in 80km zone. Vehicles going really slowly with string of cars
behind them snd don’t pull over to let them pass.

2/8/2022 10:48 AM

16 More signage that the roads off Great Ocean are shared spaces for walkers bikes horses.
That will retain the relaxed remote coastal feel of Aireys. Remind visitors they are now on
"Aireys Time" and no need to drive fast on the side roads. Nothing says laid back coastal
feel more than horses meandering on our back roads. Let's preserve this unique aspect of
our town and surrounds.

2/6/2022 6:00 PM

17 Speeding along Old Coach Road 2/6/2022 3:15 PM

18 Poor quality of the roads requiring cars to drive in the middle/wrong side of the road to avoid
potholes and corrugation, or pedestrians needing to move to the centre of the road to avoid
slushy edges and puddles

2/6/2022 11:05 AM

19 Difficult to walk safely up Bambra Road without a pedestrian path (ie. No Horses), from
GOR to Aireys St.

2/6/2022 10:40 AM

20 Even though there is a new(ish) 40km speed around the sanctuary, it’s rarely followed and
never enforced.

2/6/2022 10:16 AM

21 Dogs off lead 2/5/2022 9:00 AM

22 parking on verges where there's not enough space; opening doors without looking;
pedestrians crossing at dangerous points

2/3/2022 2:02 PM

23 cars and walkers do not safely co-exist on roadways for cars . You should have a box
saying there are no footpaths - that is the key challenge

2/1/2022 2:33 PM

24 Cars parked over driveway 1/31/2022 9:08 AM

25 No probs 1/29/2022 1:07 PM

26 Contractors' vehicles 1/28/2022 9:22 PM

27 Trades people in utes seem to be in such a hurry they think they own the road 1/27/2022 2:12 PM

28 Volume. There is a huge volume and congestion increase over January, especially around
the Steppie beach/lighthouse vicinity (which improved during 'the COVID years' of course).

1/27/2022 12:57 PM

29 Tradies and delivery trucks 1/27/2022 11:31 AM

30 Roads are not wide enough to safely accomodate all users. Particularly unsafe at night or
when visibility is poor.

1/27/2022 8:43 AM

31 Small group tourist buses…this is noticeably different at the moment with reduced number
of tourists due to Covid-19

1/26/2022 11:13 PM

32 Utes and cars with trailers / caravans passing illegally close to cyclists 1/26/2022 10:19 PM

33 The 50 kph speed limit on most residential roads should be reduced to 40 kph (as for the 1/26/2022 2:19 PM
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Aireys Inlet Lighthouse Precinct). The 60 kph speed limit on the Great Ocean Road should
be reduced to 50 kph.

34 Visitors from urban areas, used to dedicated footpaths tend to walk on the left side of the
road instead of on the right so that they can see oncoming cars before hearing them.

1/26/2022 10:49 AM

35 Horse riders - need to mention - crossing GOR, stopping traffic to do so (in Summer
months), poo left over footpaths, walking access to beaches, in tunnel AI, riding too fast
along beach Bike riders - need to mention - such a danger on GOR by riding in groups, not
moving over, dark clothing and no lights

1/26/2022 7:56 AM

36 off road bikes on road 1/25/2022 7:14 PM

37 Vehicles attempting to drive at high speed up the steep section of Beach Rd from Bambra
Rd, raising clouds of dust and damaging the road surface.

1/25/2022 5:14 PM

38 No path for bicycle on ocean road. Very dangerous for all. No good paths for bicycles on
side roads. No assistance for aged people needing to use bikes. Blazing Saddle leaders
spend all their time on their phones instead of checking the road and their clients..

1/25/2022 3:49 PM

39 Clean away trucks still aggressive towards cyclists on the Great Ocean Road 1/25/2022 3:01 PM

40 Speed is the number 1 issue. A lot could be fixed by cars travelling more slowly in
residential streets, e.g. some road precincts Aireys St to Boundary Road on beach side of
GOR could be made a pedestrian precinct with a 40 km speed limit. Holiday makers
wandering all over the road as pedestrians, and though cars can’t use the road are the
opposite, but a similar problem.

1/25/2022 2:47 PM

41 Speeding 4x4 on back roads 1/25/2022 2:00 PM

42 With reduced (below 60km through Anglesea and Lorne I don't see the risk being any
different, particularly on the Great Ocean Road, given the holiday park, access to stores
and weekend markets

1/25/2022 10:51 AM

43 Aggressive vehicles, particularly FWD vehicles driven irresponsibly and without regard for
other users, unfortunately these can be local tradies and surfers as well as drivers of high
end vehicles "in a hurry".

1/25/2022 9:40 AM

44 Horse riders leaving their poo on the road, and worse on the bush tracks where it leads to
weeds.

1/25/2022 9:15 AM

45 Horse riders that being commercial trail rides blocking the road 1/25/2022 8:31 AM

46 Horse Riders should not be allowed to use the same sections of grass or naturestrip or
roadside fringe on the roads that pedestrians use.

1/24/2022 10:24 PM

47 Huge water trucks using local roads 1/24/2022 9:59 PM

48 Stones thrown up by fast cars can be hazardous to pedestrians and the dust created by
speeding cars makes walking unpleasant. I think there should be a 40km limit on all
secondary roads.

1/24/2022 9:29 PM

49 Impatient cars who pass in unsafe places. 1/24/2022 8:10 PM

50 Volume of vehicles 1/24/2022 7:57 PM

51 In peak periods all sorts of Traffic volumes are high. It would be safer for all vulnerable road
users if the traffic speed was lower through the town.

1/24/2022 7:57 PM

52 some roads/streets are too wide in residential areas - which encourages increased car
speeds eg Forest Dr Fairhaven nb your messaging is incorrect - we should use the term
"streets" which better implies shared use - whereas "roads" implies cars have priority

1/24/2022 7:18 PM

53 Tradies thinking they own the road and speed especially on unmade roads 1/24/2022 6:57 PM

54 Motorcycles going too fast through Moggs Creek. 1/24/2022 6:53 PM

55 I am often tail-gated by vehicles when I am following speed limit 1/24/2022 6:28 PM

56 Cars driving too quickly around blind residential street corners. A grave danger for walkers.
Vegetation too close to the road, particularly on bends of the road, gives insufficient time for
drivers to react.

1/24/2022 6:28 PM

57 Trucks Buses 1/24/2022 6:13 PM

58 Motor cyclists racing reach other on the GOR makes bicycle riding unsafe Pedestrians
stepping out from behind cars across the GOR

1/24/2022 5:25 PM
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59 Motor bikes 1/24/2022 5:12 PM

60 Pedestrians and joggers with head phones 1/24/2022 5:00 PM

61 Bicycle riders in large groups on the GOR 1/24/2022 4:53 PM
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73.72% 101

63.50% 87

29.20% 40

25.55% 35

36.50% 50

10.95% 15

Q3 What could be done to improve conditions?
Answered: 137 Skipped: 21

Total Respondents: 137  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Construct multiple refuge islands that will allow safe pedestrian crossing of the great ocean
road

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 Artworks of kids, families and kangaroos as life sized silhouettes about to cross the road as
a unique and arty way of encouraging drivers to slow down. Stopping cars driving on the
footpath in front of the caravan park - drivers should park elsewhere. Lack of safe family
friendly bicycle routes around town.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 Very nice suggestions and who would be enforcing this? What are the penalties? Maybe
start by getting to enforce the speed limits which already exist, people speed and do not
follow these signs so why would they follow a share the road sign. In summer people cannot
even park responsibly at around the beach. A bit of reality please!

4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 Charge buses a premium to drive down here. Money goes to community not govt 3/10/2022 3:43 PM

5 One more traffic island near a la greque would be great! While there has never been an
incident that I have seen, I wonder whether the speed limit should be 50 Kph between the to

3/9/2022 3:01 PM
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

lower speed limits

'shared roadway' signs at entrances to town

markings on roads (bikes, pedestrians)

providing driving safety information and road-sharing along the Great Ocean Road, including in foreign languages

ensuring that 'safe road-sharing' information is well understood by tourism operators

producing a Sharing Roads Safely video focused on Aireys and district
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shops and the fFairhaven SLSC). So there is not an incident. People sometimes get a sick
when the person in front of them has to turn right.

6 Reitrate that our roads ,tracks are shared by native fauna ,dogs ,horses ,and people in
vehicles ,on bikes and most of all families walking ,awareness in traversing to beach ,forest
shops and home

3/9/2022 11:09 AM

7 i dont think it's realisitic for the great ocean road to be a shared road space. I think there
need to be separate, wider paths similar to between fairhaven and the inlet through town to
allow room for cyclists and pedestrians. Otherwise, I have never experienced any issues
sharing the side streets as either a pedestrian or driver.

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

8 Having defined footpaths for walkers. Widening road for bike riders 3/9/2022 10:15 AM

9 There is often an inherent conflict between pedestrians and cars with cars creating dust and
not respecting pedestrians on sub arterial roads such as Bambra Rd. Tradies, holiday
makers who do not understand what walking on unsealed roads is like, and locals who
“frankly don’t give a damn” all contribute to frequent conflicts

3/4/2022 6:19 PM

10 Reach people to walk on the correct side of the road and facing the oncoming traffic as we
used to always be taught in Primary School,

3/4/2022 5:06 PM

11 Actually I have produced a similar video for TAC so if you need help making let me know :)
alex@extropic.com.au

3/1/2022 2:54 PM

12 Keep sides of roads mowed 2/28/2022 1:43 PM

13 No option but to walk on roads when there is no path, especially on Bambra Rd. 2/28/2022 1:12 PM

14 I think it's probably a general issue for towns along the Surf Coast so perhaps another
opportunity to work with the recently established network of similar organisations

2/15/2022 11:22 AM

15 providing more shoulders for bike riders and keeping them clean eg on mad mile section
sides full of stones, that force riders to cycle on the road.

2/10/2022 8:57 PM

16 And occasional road treatments to slow traffic and direct vehicle attention to shared roads 2/8/2022 10:31 AM

17 All roads/streets other than Great Ocean Road should 40kph speed limit. Great Ocean Rd
50 kph

2/6/2022 10:05 PM

18 Alerting drivers to the dangers of loose gravel roads 2/6/2022 3:15 PM

19 Improved road quality 2/6/2022 11:05 AM

20 Build a Path 2/6/2022 10:40 AM

21 Although many don’t like them but speed humps would help. Maybe some police action. It’s
often the locals that speed around

2/6/2022 10:16 AM

22 Signage outside top shops to keep moving and not double park while waiting for passengers
to get out

2/2/2022 12:00 PM

23 Nothing can be done to improve conditions. Only limited space available. 2/2/2022 10:52 AM

24 Information provision is fairly useless. You need to have a box above that says - provide
footpaths. This survey has as its premise that no footpaths will be considered. Why not ? It
is now 2022. Why not have dirt footpaths running alongside roads. They are more appealing
to walk on, and much safer. In those areas where they exist they are used.

2/1/2022 2:33 PM

25 Traffic calming measures on residential streets 1/28/2022 9:22 PM

26 Signage should go ‘back’ along Bambara/distillery creek road at least to the Aireys-Bambara
road

1/27/2022 2:12 PM

27 It would be great if the idea of the lighthouse precinct as a walking precinct, was reinforced .
It's not just speed that's a problem, its the destruction of the bush that is also upsetting.
When there are more cars than parking spaces, people just push further into the bush (more
parking spaces is definitely not the solution though, that would just destroy more of the
bush). Maybe by removing some of the car parks eg those on Eagle Rock Pde, restoring
the bushland and placing a sign on the highway that indicates that there are only (eg 10) car
parking spaces near the lighthouse and this many (?) car parking spaces elsewhere, people
will be more encouraged to park at the bottom and walk up via the lovely inlet walk, thereby
having a fuller experience (I'd put a smiley face here if I could). Again speed is not the only
problem with cars - the car owners are a little prone to leaving rubbish behind ... there is a
bin there, its just not used by all, so more bins will not be the solution - again reducing the
number of cars would help.

1/27/2022 12:57 PM
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28 including what shared roadway means for people not familiar with the term 1/27/2022 9:17 AM

29 Some roads that have significant through vehicular traffic, including trucks, (e.g. Bambra
Road; Pearse Road) that are used by pedestrians, horse riders, cyclists and dog walkers do
need some sort of foot path - doesn’t need to be formal/ sealed - a gravel path would be
adequate. Since Pearse Road was sealed, more cars and trucks use it and many drive too
fast and with little thought of other users.

1/27/2022 8:43 AM

30 Ensuring adequate road fringe for bicycles along the Great Ocean Road. Eg. Currently there
a many points between Anglesea and Aireys where the road fringe is not adequate

1/27/2022 7:06 AM

31 We’ll maintained bike lanes on GOR 1/26/2022 11:13 PM

32 Keep road shoulder clear of debris, broken glass, pot holes, overhanging vegetation 1/26/2022 10:19 PM

33 Addition of traffic calming features in local road design (as for Hopkins Street, Aireys Inlet). 1/26/2022 2:19 PM

34 Specific times bike riders can use GOR. Riding during day (after 10am) on public holidays
for example is such a danger as road traffic is at its peak Not in favour of additional signs
as this is additional 'sign pollution' which impact the area uniqueness Lowering speed limits
does not work as there is very little monitoring of this, there is so much speeding around our
'town'. Does not work There are enough signs on entry to 'town' This is a really serious
matter but I am unsure of a solution/s

1/26/2022 7:56 AM

35 50k/h essential for residential roads in town Speed limits on particularly gravel roads e.g.
Distillery Creek rd after Bambra Rd are dangerously high

1/25/2022 7:14 PM

36 Warnings about the steep gradient and discouraging through traffic, both up and down 1/25/2022 5:14 PM

37 Signage and lower speed limits in residential areas, i.e. not necessarily the GOR 1/25/2022 2:47 PM

38 Lower speed limit around Surf club at peak parking times 1/25/2022 2:00 PM

39 no change - we do not need more signs or 'useless' videos or information guidelines which
will only be looked at by those that would do the right thing anyway

1/25/2022 1:33 PM

40 Limit cycling times to avoid raid sharing during peak vehicle traffic. Eg - No cycling on great
Ocean road between 8am and 5pm during summer.

1/25/2022 10:51 AM

41 Good maintenance of roadsides to enable vehicles to park along the road and leave plenty
of space for walkers and passing vehicles

1/25/2022 10:12 AM

42 Seasonal and time based restrictions around school zones and the 'Arch'are appropriate, but
more effort is needed around high pedestrian lengths on the GOR around Fairhaven, the
shops, Moggs Creek and Easter View. Moggs Creek should be a 40kph zone - lots of
pedestrians using narrow roads with significant traffic volumes. Old Coach Road from
Moggs Creek to Bambra Road is an issue with inappropriate driving behaviour.

1/25/2022 9:40 AM

43 mandatory collection of horse manure by the users. Dog owners pick up their poo (mostly!)
why isn't it the same for horse riders?

1/25/2022 9:15 AM

44 We don't have problems on Boundary Rd, ok as is, but a 40 por 50 speed limit might be a
good precaution

1/25/2022 9:14 AM

45 Footpaths to remove pedestrians (children) from being on the road 1/25/2022 8:31 AM

46 Limited but clear signage is the key. 1/25/2022 8:07 AM

47 Road bumpers 1/25/2022 6:27 AM

48 Ban horses and cyclists not travelling in single file. 1/24/2022 10:24 PM

49 More signage for no through road areas to prevent visitors who don’t know the roads from
entering these areas and having to turn around and find their way out.

1/24/2022 9:29 PM

50 Without requiring footpaths I do not see how the current risk profile can be improved. 1/24/2022 7:49 PM

51 traffic calming measures - to create a visual change that forces drivers to slow down eg
Forest Dr Fairhaven

1/24/2022 7:18 PM

52 Cut back trees and bushes on GOR between Fairhaven and Moggs so speed signs ca be
seen . Extra 60 speed sign just west of life saving club. Bike lane along same road section
as very narrow.

1/24/2022 6:57 PM

53 Bicycles….road too narrow and dangerous for bike riders. 1/24/2022 6:41 PM

54 There are areas of Great Ocean Road where the speed limit is too high for road use such as 1/24/2022 6:28 PM
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between Aireys Inlet and the memorial Arch.

55 Reduction of roadside vegetation especially on blind bends. 1/24/2022 6:28 PM

56 Limit bike riders to small groups in single file unless overtaking Horse riding not allowed on
the beach during life saving patrol hours

1/24/2022 4:53 PM
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Q4 OPTIONAL: Do you have any short story or personal account of an
incident that would illustrate road-sharing issues?

Answered: 41 Skipped: 117

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Crossing the GOR is a hazardous and unsafe for pedestrians in the township. All my family
has experienced near misses trying to cross the GOR - especially at the Mad Max steps
beach access in Fairhaven and also at Moggs creek when we lived there. My elderly
parents are too scared to attempt to cross the GOR because they are not confident they
can walk fast enough to cross safely. My children also are too scared to cycle along the
GOR to visit other places in township again due to high vehicle speeds. In effect, currently
there is no effective "shared use" of the GOR through the township. Vehicles are allowed to
dominate and their high speeds prevent safe shared use with pedestrians and cyclists. If
this were Europe, a premier tourist town would not accept having its beauty and
environment fundamentally compromised for the convenience of speeding traffic.

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 Our family tried riding from Aireys to Fairhaven SLSC during lockdown and the traffic was
still too close and scary. Feels like a deathwish to consider riding to surf club in summer
even with scarce car-parking. Its scary with fast traffic and no road space clear of parked
cars on the Great Ocean Road - but the coastal walking path is narrow, too slippery and
steep for safe family riding and is more for walkers. Pity to need to drive and burn fossil
fuels/climate harmers eroding our beaches just to have a safe swim.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 When my children were younger and when they were in a pram walking to the beach was a
death defying experience.

4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 there needs to be a shared path connection on the northern side of GOR between the
bottom shops and the pub.

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

5 Constant frustration of bike riders on road where it is impossible to pass legally due to
double lines.

3/9/2022 10:15 AM

6 Too many to recite here 3/4/2022 6:19 PM

7 A large percentage of moronic pedestrians who walk on the LHS of the road so their back is
to the traffic and they cannot take appropriate action. Often suddenly stepping in front of
oncoming cars without looking and not keeping closely enough to the edge of the road. The
car driver in these situations has no idea if the pedestrian is aware if their approach as is
obvious if they are walking towards you. driver op

3/4/2022 5:06 PM

8 General store area needs looking at people walking on the road with vehicles reversing and
walking passed the cafe and post office is a problem walkers seem ignorant to traffic in the
Summer months

2/28/2022 1:43 PM

9 We have a blind bend at the start of Lialeeta Rd off GOR. Cars often race down the hill and
cut the corner. There can be cars parked near the corner (a dumb thing to do anyway) and
also pedestrians walking to the beach and also a resident in a scooter. There has never
been an accident but there is certainly potential

2/15/2022 11:22 AM

10 Nothing specific as I have instructed the kids never to ride on the GOR. That's said I think a
reduction to 40 in the residential streets including Bambra road makes a lot of sense. Cars
travelling on the dirt roads even at 50 or 60kmh are dangerous around pedestrians horses
and bikes. Being hit with stones as cars pass is bad enough at those speeds.

2/6/2022 6:00 PM

11 Yes, cars driving too fast along Old Coach and not seeing runners (me) on blind corners and
crests.

2/6/2022 3:15 PM

12 Moggs Creek and picnic ground traffic is the usual problem with speeds not in keeping with
pedestrians and particularly kids. Add to that blind corners as you enter Moggs creek via old
neuk road and key pedestrian access to the beach.

2/6/2022 11:06 AM

13 Frequently challenged walking out dog on lead up Bambra Road when approached by drivers
at high speed

2/6/2022 10:40 AM

14 The bend in Inlet crescent, at the Barton court entrance, is a blind spot for walkers coming
from the sanctuary path to cross inlet crescent to go up Barton court. Many times I have

2/6/2022 10:16 AM
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almost been run down by vehicle speeding to the lighthouse. The bushes/shrubs obscure
the vision of motorists and should be removed

15 As many who live here, the often needless death of wildlife due to the speed limit and poor
awareness of many drivers. Particularly kangaroos and wallabies, it is heartbreaking to find
their broken bodies and even more tragic when they have not been killed outright.

2/2/2022 6:56 PM

16 See comment above - there were several cars kept waiting while passengers were getting
out and chatting to the driver

2/2/2022 12:00 PM

17 No 2/2/2022 10:52 AM

18 Our residential street sharing depends on the safety of pedestrians and family groups
walking on the road surface. Sealing of residential streets in ALL cases reduces pedestrian
safety and amenity because it encourages traffic speed and makes traffic quieter. Any
sealing of streets to reduce dust etc increases the risk that at some time conventional
roadside footpaths will be introduced everywhere on safety grounds, leading to the removal
of residential roadside vegetation, the 'suburbanisation' of our settlements and loss of
residential character.

1/28/2022 9:22 PM

19 A bike rider and I (walking) going on old coach road in opposite directions, were abused by a
car that had to slow to walking pace to negotiate passing us: ‘Get off the road you idiots’

1/27/2022 2:12 PM

20 Being abused by a driver for walking on the side of an unsealed road?!! WTF! 1/27/2022 11:31 AM

21 Some pedestrians walk while listening through earbuds and are quite oblivious to cars
approaching from behind. I don’t wear earbuds but have been surprised by a fast cyclist or
an electric car that is suddenly (inaudibly) behind me on the road. Fortunately not at a time I
stepped into its path. Crossing the Great Ocean Road to the top shops as a pedestrian has
been difficult and dangerous throughout the busy periods.

1/27/2022 8:43 AM

22 Many occasions when cars pass too close, at speed 1/26/2022 10:19 PM

23 Inlet Crescent, Aireys Inlet, is very busy and blocked with cars and pedestrians during
summer holidays and weekends and can be dangerous.

1/26/2022 6:03 PM

24 No 1/26/2022 2:19 PM

25 Yes, pack bike riders who think they are invincible and own the road, so do not move over 1/26/2022 7:56 AM

26 I have experienced a group of cyclists crashing just in front of my car for no apparent
reason. Serious injury was only just averted.We were travelling at 50-60kp/h

1/25/2022 9:48 PM

27 Incident occurred while cycling towards Lorne at Eastern view, on a Sunday morning at
7am, vehicle behind looking at surf and slowing of us, on coming vehicle, much faster
motorcycle approaching from behind decided to pass us on our left hand side at speed. The
need for all users to be aware that it’s a shared resource is paramount for the safety and
well fair of all

1/25/2022 11:30 AM

28 As a resident on the Great Ocean Road in Aireys, I continue to witness near misses of
vehicles moving in and out of drive ways as cyclists move through footpaths and on roads.
Children crossing from the holiday park to the beach side is another genuine risk that goes
unmitigated.

1/25/2022 10:51 AM

29 eg Eagle Rock Parade at Sandy Gully where badly eroded edges are preventing parking or
forcing vehicles to park further out on the road.

1/25/2022 10:12 AM

30 Too many near miss incidents in all of the above mentioned places. The problem is
compounded by insufficient regard to the mixed use of the road system and by vulnerable
road users.

1/25/2022 9:40 AM

31 no 1/25/2022 9:14 AM

32 Pedestrians walk in middle of road not letting cars past 1/25/2022 8:31 AM

33 We've seen cars overtaking in the area between bottom shops and surf club ..at high
speeds or seem to think the GOR is a race track. Luckily a serious accident hasn't occurred
yet. Visitors need to appreciate the GOR is single lane each way with others using it, so
behaviour needs to be respectful.

1/25/2022 7:23 AM

34 Too many to mention but it is worse in Summer, 1/24/2022 10:24 PM

35 Had 2 very close incidents of head on collisions. Other drives on wrong side of the road. 1/24/2022 9:18 PM

36 Very challenging on busy 'beach days' when lots of cars are parked on GOR and many
bicycling.

1/24/2022 7:14 PM
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37 Groups of motorcycles consistently riding far too quickly through Moggs Creek 1/24/2022 6:53 PM

38 Mostly involved with speeding and overtaking when not safe particular along road between
Aireys Inlet and memorial arch

1/24/2022 6:28 PM

39 Off lead dogs all over the roads 1/24/2022 6:13 PM

40 main problem lately has been cars travelling too fast in 40 zones. It doesn't give pedestrians
time to move out of the way readily.

1/24/2022 5:38 PM

41 Yes, being overtaken on the bridge and within town boundaries by cars travelling at high
speeds ( well in excess of 80kmph)particularly early morning.

1/24/2022 5:29 PM
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43.84% 64

11.64% 17

31.51% 46

30.14% 44

13.01% 19

34.25% 50

35.62% 52

30.14% 44

Q5 AIDA has been advocating for for lower speed limits on the Great
Ocean Road and residential streets. (Our town is the only residential

community along the Great Ocean Road with 60k/h as the speed limit,
rather than 50k/h. Apart from the new special 40k/h domain around the
lighthouse precinct, speed limits on residential streets are unmarked or

variously 50k/h and 60k/h.)From your experience, where are the biggest
conflicts with vehicle speed around the town:

Answered: 146 Skipped: 12

Total Respondents: 146  

# OTHER AREAS OF CONFLICT? DATE
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Great Ocean Road - generally

Great Ocean Road - around school zone

Great Ocean Road - top shops

Great Ocean Road - bottom shops
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Bambra Road

residential streets
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1 Fairhaven beach access for pedestrians to cross the GOR. Notably the mad max steps
beach access is very dangerous with a blind spot for speeding traffic.

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 Fairhaven Surf Club and from there to bottom shops - needs safe bike lane. Market days
crossing Great Ocean Road- needs pedestrian island refuge. Crossing Great Ocean Road
from Pearse Road/ Chemist to Doctors/top shop/ coast - needs pedestrian island refuge.
Aireys should be leasing with safe low speed limits of 30kms not following long after places
like Mallacoota and Warnambool.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 The local policeman does a good job year round but appears to be absent over the Xmas /
January school holidays. I think of inviting the policeman to park in my driveway often at
this time.

4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 I haven’t notice speeding around town 3/10/2022 3:43 PM

5 No conflict as such but it just seems sensible. 3/9/2022 3:01 PM

6 Usually walking to beach ,shops or bush heading to a cliff top walk or drive to beach so
many encounters of different momentum’s on the ocean side of the great ocean road
including children on scooters in prams on bikes I live on a bitumen street where most
traffic is foot traffic that live away from the street and use the street to go to shops beach or
just out for a walk That is what makes this location different I’ll be happy if walking or 30
Klm pace only ,generally it seems to sort it self out though indicating signs would be helpful

3/9/2022 11:09 AM

7 Lighthouse Rd AI, supposed to be 40 limit but no signs either direction. Federal St is
designated as 10kph/shared zone, the signs are 50m past Start of street, and mostly
ignored by drivers, I have corresponded with council, resulting in no satisfactory outcomes,
they said they were going to reinstate the painted road surface 12 months ago, still waiting!

3/3/2022 9:42 AM

8 Lighthouse Road 2/15/2022 1:56 PM

9 GOR, in particular between Painkalac Creek bridge and Moggs creek. In summer there are
lots of cars parked on ocean side of GOR, so can be a bit tight for cyclists going westward -
particularly if visitors, after parking, open car doors on driver’s side. Cyclists have to be
particularly vigilant! (Ok during off peak winter months.)

2/12/2022 1:58 PM

10 Strongly support 50km/h limit on GOR from top shops to SLSC. At the moment it is
common for cars to be travelling at 70 km/h.

2/11/2022 10:45 AM

11 thru Fairhaven between Painkalac creek and moggs creek - vehicle speed Lialeeta Rd - cars
tearing up and down and not taking bend properly, ie crossing into middle of road. Walkers
also a problem and where vehicles park on bottom bend.

2/10/2022 8:57 PM

12 Down hill traffic in lighthouse Rd. Probably need a speed sign for downhill traffic. Consider a
30kph for the area. Eagle Rock Pde as a pedestrian

2/8/2022 10:31 AM

13 I have children and we are permanents here. I ban them from riding on GOR as I believe
GOR is not an appropriate place to ride a bike. Us cyclists should stick to the back roads
as its common sense, hence I believe it's the back and residential roads that need speed
reductions.

2/6/2022 6:00 PM

14 Old Coach Road 2/6/2022 3:15 PM

15 The route from the GOR to the lighthouse should be less than 40km, should be policed of
have speed humps. Also a roundabout at the intersection of Lighthouse road and Inlet Cres.
would help greatly. Tourists as well as locals go too fast in this residential precinct.

2/6/2022 10:16 AM

16 Near Fairhaven surf club on busy days with cars parking where there's not enough space,
doing U-turns; pedestrians crossing in blind spots

2/3/2022 2:02 PM

17 Fairhaven has seen a steady increase of both volume of cars and their speed - some
drivers seem to love getting up speed on the steep hills in particular

2/2/2022 6:56 PM

18 Lighthouse Road, Hopkins Street 1/28/2022 9:22 PM

19 the entrance at Little Feast to the GOR is a real hazard - think all streets other than GOR
should have 40kmh speedlimit

1/27/2022 9:17 AM

20 On Bambara Rd, just after the Old Coach Road intersection there is a 100kph sign. Only
several hundred metres on there is curve, then a busy turn off to Bambara and the Distillery
Ck Picnic ground. And only a short distance in the road turns from asphalt to dirt. The
speed should be 50kph until after the picnic ground on Bambara Rd and after the residential
area along Distillery Ck Road. There is also a group of tourists that don’t care what the
signs say and insist on driving along Federal St to the lighthouse. There is constant foot
traffic here throughout the year and cars are very pushy

1/26/2022 11:13 PM
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21 Great Ocean Road near the Fairhaven Surf Life Savings Club. 1/26/2022 2:19 PM

22 As a frequent user of Alice Road and Eaglerock Pde. to Sandy Gully Beach, I find that out
of town walkers "wander" along Alice Rd. Many drivers, visitors and tradies alike, drive FAR
too fast along ER Pde, causing bad corrugation, especially during summer.

1/26/2022 10:49 AM

23 Vehicles turn into Bambra Road crossing over into the oncoming lane causing near collision
with oncoming vehicles regularly.

1/25/2022 8:49 PM

24 Desirability of keeping unsealed roads to maintain the rural feel of many residential streets
in the town.

1/25/2022 5:14 PM

25 The GOR should be 50 km/hr through town, just like other towns, however I believe the
bigger issue is the speed in residential streets where the road is more commonly shared by
multiple users.

1/25/2022 2:47 PM

26 GOR where mass road side parking and unloading and changing into wet suits occurs near
surf club at peak season

1/25/2022 2:00 PM

27 I would like to see 50km/h instead of 60km/h through the town along Great Ocean Road 1/25/2022 1:33 PM

28 I think it's worth recognising the vulnerability of the pedestrians as being either children or
potentially alcohol affected crossing at the pub.

1/25/2022 10:51 AM

29 Trying to cross the Great Ocean Road from the path down from Banool Rd. It is often
difficult to find a gap in the traffic coming from both directions. There needs to be a safety
refuge in the middle of GOR so that pedestrians can wait there for the traffic to clear.

1/25/2022 10:48 AM

30 Old Coach Road - Moggs Creek to Bambra Road 1/25/2022 9:40 AM

31 It can be very difficult to cross the GOR in peak times - would be great to have another
traffic island at the end of Pearse Rd to make crossing easier for pedestrians coming from
that end.

1/25/2022 9:15 AM

32 only occasionally does someone speed, the roads are not conducive to even 60k 1/25/2022 9:14 AM

33 Fairhaven SLSC 1/25/2022 8:07 AM

34 As Anglesea has a very long 50 Km/Hr limit from outside the town area and right through
and ou the far side, surely we can have at least one or two in the Top and Bottom Shop
zones??

1/24/2022 10:24 PM

35 Kangaroos and other wildlife injured and killed by cars. 1/24/2022 9:29 PM

36 This assumes there are problems with speed. Mostly I do not see it except fairly careless
use of road around bends in residential roads by cars.

1/24/2022 7:49 PM

37 Old Coach rd, picnic ground rd at Moggs 1/24/2022 6:57 PM

38 Need to reduce speed in areas of high usage by kangaroos and wallabies such as near
Urquharts bluff

1/24/2022 6:28 PM

39 lighthouse precinct 1/24/2022 5:38 PM

40 Bottom shops to bridge 1/24/2022 5:29 PM

41 Multitude of cars trying to drive up Beach Rd loosing traction and either sliding down or
reversing. Signage to warn of the steepness of the street might help. The condition of the
road deteriorated significantly over summer.

1/24/2022 5:25 PM

42 Pearse Rd Used as through road at high speed. 1/24/2022 5:12 PM
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Q6 From your experience, what are the main conflicts with vehicle
speed?

Answered: 145 Skipped: 13

Total Respondents: 145  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY); OR ELABORATION OF YOUR ANSWER. DATE

1 From my experience some elderly people are not able to walk fast enough to cross the GOR
especially where there is concealed visibility for pedestrians crossing the road

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 There is a very nice safe underpass at Fairhaven beach but for some reason people prefer
to wander across the road in front of vehicles instead. Is there any helping this stupidity?

4/1/2022 12:22 PM

3 One of the biggest difficulties with vehicle speed is trying to turn into boundary road when
cars speed into town at 80plus km. The speed entrance into town from Boundary Road
should be 60 km like all towns along the coast.

3/11/2022 2:29 PM

4 I haven’t noticed speed around town 3/10/2022 3:43 PM

5 Between top shops and the SLSC there is a lot of stopping, turning, impatience and
distraction. It never seems to cause a problem but…

3/9/2022 3:01 PM

6 i dont have any issues wiht the speeds. People are considerate and drive slowly in my
experience as both a pedestrian and a driver. I often wall up Bambra Rd on the side of the
road where there is no path and vehicles sometimes drive a bit faster but it's never been an
issue.

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

7 Pedestrians walking side by side on road where there is ample area to put a walkway 3/9/2022 10:15 AM

8 trying to get in and out of top shops, bottom shops, even streets along the GOR 2/15/2022 11:22 AM
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

safety of pedestrians or bicyclists

safety of children

crossing the Great Ocean Road at shops or beach

dust (unmade roads)

noise
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9 Collisions with wildlife especially kangaroos and wallabies which cause horrific injuries and
are almost always fatal for the animal.

2/14/2022 4:00 PM

10 Gravel roads should be 50km max to protect all. 2/6/2022 3:15 PM

11 Safety of horse riders 2/6/2022 10:07 AM

12 dogs and wildlife should be a major consideration as well. we share the land with wildlife -
we don't have exclusive rights, something we seem to fail to understand.

2/2/2022 6:56 PM

13 1 and 2 linked to 3 2/2/2022 12:00 PM

14 I am not aware of vehicle speed issues. 1/29/2022 1:07 PM

15 a) On any through streets such as Bimbadeen Drive, Eagle Rock Parade, Boundary Road
for contractors vehicles. b) There is a particular potential conflict with elderly, infirm and
hearing impaired pedestrians which must be accommodated and allowed for in Aireys Inlet
where the residential profile is older.

1/28/2022 9:22 PM

16 Hopeless horse riding chains of inexperienced riders led by inexperienced leaders who read
their phones whilst’leading’

1/27/2022 2:12 PM

17 Intersections 1/26/2022 11:13 PM

18 No 1/26/2022 2:19 PM

19 safety of other cars!!! 1/25/2022 7:14 PM

20 Safety of elderly people 1/25/2022 3:49 PM

21 Frustrations here may lead to instances of "road rage" between different road user groups 1/25/2022 10:51 AM

22 Because there is no path on the land side of GOR from the Banool Rd beach path and it is
uncomfortable and/or dangerous walking on the other (ie beach) side, there needs to be
better access to the Life Saving Club from that path.

1/25/2022 10:48 AM

23 The noise applies to motorcycle use 1/25/2022 9:40 AM

24 Seal the roads to reduce dust x industry would not be allowed to operate putting this much
pollution in the air

1/25/2022 8:31 AM

25 Cyclists riding fast for exercise on pedestrian paths, especially in the national park, cause
unnecessary danger.

1/25/2022 8:07 AM

26 Vehicle speed is only an issue in crossing the GOR in heavy traffic times with no pedestrian
lights or Zebra crossings or special safety islands at the Top Shops.

1/24/2022 10:24 PM

27 Enjoyment of walking around town is destroyed by fast cars. Makes it less likely that people
would walk to shops or beach for example rather than drive. Discourages walking.

1/24/2022 9:29 PM

28 noise from GO rd 1/24/2022 7:18 PM

29 As mentioned above speeding impacts on both humans and animals in certain areas 1/24/2022 6:28 PM

30 Car accidents and wildlife - kangaroos, swans, Birdlife, echidnas, ringtail possums etc) 1/24/2022 5:29 PM

31 Hoons in Moggs Creek area on trail bikes make corners on unmade roads dangerouse 1/24/2022 5:00 PM
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37.59% 53

4.96% 7

Q7 What interventions would alleviate vehicle speed issues?
Answered: 141 Skipped: 17

Total Respondents: 141  

# OTHER INTERVENTIONS? ELABORATION OF ANSWERS DATE

1 multiple pedestrian crossing with refuge islands across the GOR at Fairhaven and Aireys
would enhance the "shared use" environment.

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 30km speed limit in town like best practice for safe walking places. Artworks of kids,
families and kangaroos as life sized silhouettes about to cross the road as a unique and
arty way of encouraging drivers to slow down. Less vehicles by making walking and cycling
more safe and attractive.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 Unless you get some enforcement, penalties ??? 4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 I haven’t noticed speed around town 3/10/2022 3:43 PM
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

lowing speed limits to 50k/h through the town (on Great Ocean Road and Bambra)

40 k/h in all town residential streets

speed limits lower than 40k/h on some residential streets

pedestrian crossings at key points on Great Ocean Road

separate bike lanes though town

'traffic calming' interventions on residential roads

'sharing' signs (as in Q4) 

other warning signs
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5 Another traffic island near a la greque and we would be good I think. 3/9/2022 3:01 PM

6 At the top shops a zebra corssing to get to the medical centre would be good as there is no
centrla island and a lot of elderly people in town

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

7 More access to pedestrians to walk over GOR via a concrete barrier in centre of road.
Needed at top shops

3/9/2022 10:15 AM

8 Speed humps on selected residential streets 3/9/2022 10:02 AM

9 40kms is still far too fast when dust is involved. At the east side of Aireys St and Great
Ocean Rd local residents have placed a sign indicating 20km per hour. Our extensive
experience of walking around Aireys indicate that 20km per hour or even less is what is
required when vehicles pass pedestrians

3/4/2022 6:19 PM

10 In particular Pearse Road needs a lower Km/Hr speed limit to control a percentage of
visitors driving at 60 Km/Hr. Most locals and many visitors do drive at 40 Km/Hr or less but
the smaller, but significant number of others need to be restrained. It is absurd that the
whole of Anglesea is 50 Km/Hr yet even the main trafficand road crossing areas at the Top
and Bottom Shops are still 60 Km/Hr all year round.

3/4/2022 5:06 PM

11 Residents and disabled ticketed vehicles only in Federal St,save essential services. sign ,
no tour vehicles in Federal st on several signs approaching and at lighthouse and Federal st
intersection. I have a residence in Federal st for past 27 years.

2/27/2022 9:12 PM

12 identified bike lanes all along the GOR, ie. painted green with the bike logo like they used to
be in various areas Consistency of speed limits is important, therefore 40 on ALL streets
not just some

2/15/2022 11:22 AM

13 Better warning signs (high collision area) about kangaroo and wallabies crossing especially
down by the skate park as the animals regularly cross the GOR . Between dusk and dawn
they regularly cross from the Onda side over to the skate park where they graze on the
grass next to skate park.

2/14/2022 4:00 PM

14 I don’t want to advocate for more road signs. There seems to be enough on GOR already!
I’m a bike rider so am biased in wanting to have better and safe conditions for cyclists on all
roads in the district.

2/12/2022 1:58 PM

15 A gravel pedestrian pathway beside bambra road to provide a separate walking connection
to Distillery Creeek would be good idea as road is used by bikes, horses, runners and
pedestrians. Also, Another pedestrian crossing island needed around pub and a la greque
due to bend on GOR around here.

2/11/2022 10:45 AM

16 Need to make sure parking does not force cyclists into traffic 2/6/2022 10:05 PM

17 Bitumen Speed limits are okay, it’s just dangerous on gravel roads. 2/6/2022 3:15 PM

18 Targeted 40km/h speed restrictions where key pedestrian traffic exists. Eg streets
connecting to top and bottom shops, Old Neuk Rd Moggs Creek, etc

2/6/2022 11:06 AM

19 Path along Bambra Road for GOR to Aireys Street 2/6/2022 10:40 AM

20 Speed humps on roads leading to tourist spots 2/6/2022 10:16 AM

21 Horse rider signs and what drivers are expected to do. Many slow down but are completely
unawares of how slow to go. England has great signs. Explicit instructions also work best
as they give the direct instruction.

2/6/2022 10:07 AM

22 could definitely have more 'safety islands' to assist pedestrian crossings on great ocean
road

2/3/2022 2:02 PM

23 why have you not included the most fundamental box in this survey ? Provide footpaths. 2/1/2022 2:33 PM

24 Separate bike lanes are not needed. Council's Pathways Strategy includes designated bike
routes shared on streets.

1/28/2022 9:22 PM

25 White painted signs (people/bikes/horses) on the road surface 1/27/2022 2:12 PM

26 Please limit signage -there is enough! 1/27/2022 11:31 AM

27 40k/h along Bambra Road between Great Ocean Road and Aireys St. Gravel footpath along
Bambra Road.

1/27/2022 8:43 AM

28 Separate bicycle lane along the Great Ocean Road (or nearby) in Aireys Inlet, Fairhaven,
Moggs Creek and Eastern View

1/26/2022 2:19 PM

29 Lowering the speed from 60k/h to 50k/h on GOR and Bambra Rd. would badly irritate tradies 1/26/2022 10:49 AM
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esp. in Winter; however a police presence occasionally on Gilbert St. might encourage them
to stay at 50k/h to prevent early corrugation and reduce raised dust which must drive many
permanent residents crazy.

30 Keep Left sign on entering Bambra Road from Great Ocean Road. 1/25/2022 8:49 PM

31 Reporting of blazing saddles so they are required to operate professionally and are not
dangerous.

1/25/2022 3:49 PM

32 A greater Police presence/more effective policing of speeding offences. 1/25/2022 2:26 PM

33 Interventions should consider the need for rapid traffic evacuation during the fire danger
period. I'd hate to see bottle neck points in Aireys as we see in Anglesea

1/25/2022 10:51 AM

34 See my comments above. NO pedestrian crossings please but safety refuges are an
answer.

1/25/2022 10:48 AM

35 No vehicle speed issues. 1/25/2022 8:31 AM

36 Dust a major issue. Speed limit should be 30km/h on all gravel roads. 1/25/2022 6:28 AM

37 Messages about dust, local traffic only, no through roads and wildlife. 1/24/2022 9:29 PM

38 I am opposed to lowering speed limits as suggested. There should be an option to indicate
that.

1/24/2022 7:49 PM

39 Enforcement of toad rules 1/24/2022 6:57 PM

40 60kmh limit on GOR through Moggs Creek. 1/24/2022 6:53 PM

41 Lowering speed limits do not help as they are not respected by visitors to the area 1/24/2022 6:13 PM

42 The hill leading down to the bottom shops is a nightmare cars often doing 70kmph 1/24/2022 5:55 PM

43 enforcement of speed limits and parking restrictions (to remove narrowing of thoroughfare). 1/24/2022 5:38 PM

44 Speed cameras on GOR 1/24/2022 5:29 PM

45 Suggest 30 klm limit in Moggs creek on all streets 1/24/2022 5:00 PM
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Q8 Are there changes to infrastructure, or priority routes, that could
support safer bicycle movement around town for recreation or as

alternative to car usage?
Answered: 52 Skipped: 106

# RESPONSES DATE

1 set up dedicated cycle lanes through the township - similar to arrangements made in
Melbourne. This will encourage greater use of bicycles within the township.

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 Top Shops to Eastern View - school/market to edge of town via Fairhaven SLSC we need
safe cycling spine through town. Safe bike routes to Anglesea and Lorne as options instead
of driving to sheltered beach and shops. Connecting up access to the Surf Coast Walk and
Mountain Bike riding hubs and for tourists on GOR without needing a car. A car-free stay/life
at Aireys should be possible - especially as we want a safer climate and less coastal
erosion and sea level rise. If we are serious about protecting our beaches from climate
change we need to plan for walking and cycling as zero emissions transport.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 Are you referring to bikes lanes? 4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 Bikes are not the cause or favoured sort of transport most focus should be on the
pedestrians access shared .the busiest shared road with reduced speed is federal st (and
seems to work well ) local pedestrians access to cliff tops and beach is very popular but
wouldn’t change it possibly awareness that it’s a share thoroughfare .

3/9/2022 11:09 AM

5 As menitoned preivously, there needs to be a speparate shared path through town. I would
love to ride my bike from the top shops were we live down to the bottom shops or to
Fairhaven but I would never ride on the great ocean road though town where the shoulder is
narrow and there is not really alternative without going up a giant hill and/or dirt road. I often
walk but if I am tight on time I have to drive. I do reguarly cycle when Im in melbourne
where there are bike paths

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

6 Need walkway from at least Fairhaven to bottom shops that includes not having to cross
road to beach side. Maintaining surf coast walk better.

3/9/2022 10:15 AM

7 Create more pedestrian refuges along the Great Ocean Rd (like at the Top Shops and 2
locations at Bottom Shops) in places near the community hall, Aireys St etc

3/4/2022 6:19 PM

8 Pave more of the roads would help. 3/4/2022 5:06 PM

9 Footpath along bambra road please! 2/28/2022 4:03 PM

10 More paths, not cement suburban footpaths. Keep the natural paths with dirt tracks and
gravel.

2/28/2022 1:12 PM

11 edges of roads to be maintained and minimise duplicate or triplicate bike riders 2/27/2022 9:12 PM

12 More dedicated bicycle paths would be an attraction ... make cycling around town a more
viable option.

2/15/2022 1:56 PM

13 improve the bike link between bottom and top shops - We ride from Fairhaven, there is a
path from Lialeeta Rd but when we get past the mini golf we either have to ride up GOR or
cross, ride along road beside wetland and then up the gravel road to the service lane and
then the footpath to the shops. This connection from the bottom shops needs to be
improved

2/15/2022 11:22 AM

14 Don't see how this can be done without having to create bike lanes. 2/14/2022 4:00 PM

15 More bike lanes, if possible. 2/12/2022 1:58 PM

16 Bicycle path connections from SLSC to bottom shops and top shops. 2/11/2022 10:45 AM

17 yes bike lanes along GOR 2/10/2022 8:57 PM

18 Be great to have dedicated bike lane especially where there are double white lines as you
can’t maintain the required distance from them.

2/8/2022 10:48 AM

19 Copenhagen lanes 2/6/2022 10:05 PM
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20 Stand alone bike lanes and regular sweeping of them 2/6/2022 8:33 PM

21 See my answers and comments above. 2/6/2022 6:00 PM

22 Bike paths 2/6/2022 4:02 PM

23 A connector for both pedestrians and bikes between eastern view, Moggs Creek, Fairhaven
and Aireys would be great. Also good for kids and prams as right now there isn’t any clear
pedestrian connectors in our towns. Only via beach which isn’t always possible for people
with accessible needs eg prams, people with accessible challenges. (Which accounts for
25% of the population at any one time)

2/6/2022 11:06 AM

24 Walk path soon iilaroo from wybellenna. Here we are forced on the road and little visibility.
Also round about where bimadeen meets wybellenna .often people don’t stop and cut the
corner

2/6/2022 10:07 AM

25 No 2/2/2022 10:52 AM

26 No 1/29/2022 1:07 PM

27 Perhaps some simple signage (see above). Bike routes crossing the GOR or sharing busier
roads will need special provisions.

1/28/2022 9:22 PM

28 Essential that the GOR can safely be used by bicycle riders. High quality bike paths on the
shoulder everywhere.

1/27/2022 2:12 PM

29 Well maintained, separate bike paths along Great Ocean Road that cannot be parked on. 1/27/2022 8:43 AM

30 A bike plan would be great, then more people would use bikes, including me! 1/26/2022 11:13 PM

31 As per previous answer, better maintenance of road shoulder, which allows cyclists to more
easily stay out of the way of cars - clear debris and glass, fix potholes and crumbling
tarmac, remove overhanging vegetation

1/26/2022 10:19 PM

32 Separate bike lanes and bike lock up stations. 1/26/2022 6:03 PM

33 Separate bicycle pathways where possible would be an advantage 1/26/2022 5:03 PM

34 See above 1/26/2022 2:19 PM

35 Wider shoulders 1/25/2022 2:00 PM

36 Designated bicycle parking at the shopping areas 1/25/2022 11:30 AM

37 As suggested, road cycling should be time capped during summer... No different to dog
access on beaches.

1/25/2022 10:51 AM

38 Keep bikes off track from inlet to lighthouse and off aireys cliff walk 1/25/2022 10:45 AM

39 Bike lanes on GOR 1/25/2022 10:42 AM

40 Road user behaviour is at the core of the problem. However the lack of suitable and clear
shoulders is a problem. This is exacerbated by indiscriminate vehicle parking.

1/25/2022 9:40 AM

41 Footpaths to reduce number people using the road 1/25/2022 8:31 AM

42 Develop a Town Cycle Plan with maps and routes linking all key places . Identify areas for
duplication and upgrades. Avoid the highway. etc

1/25/2022 8:18 AM

43 With lower speed limits and clear signage there should be no need for special bicycle
routes. There is plenty of room for bicycles and pedestrians on side-roads.

1/25/2022 8:07 AM

44 Too hilly to have bicycle as alternate car usage 1/25/2022 6:27 AM

45 Make special bike lanes around the whole township area. 1/24/2022 10:24 PM

46 Designated bike paths 1/24/2022 7:01 PM

47 Designated bike lanes 1/24/2022 6:57 PM

48 Separate bicycle paths. 1/24/2022 6:41 PM

49 The great ocean road is too scary to cycle on 1/24/2022 5:55 PM

50 Alternative to GOR for route from bottom shops to top shops and allowing bikes to ride on
existing footpaths from bottom shops to Fairhaven SLSC

1/24/2022 5:39 PM

51 Sealed Bike tracks 1/24/2022 5:25 PM
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52 Gravel rods in Moggs slippery fir pedestrians and bicycles but we do NOT want sealed
roads

1/24/2022 5:00 PM
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25.00% 38

63.82% 97

11.18% 17

Q9 should coastal and forest walks around the GOR be shared by
cyclists?

Answered: 152 Skipped: 6

TOTAL 152

# ANY COMMENTS? DATE

1 In my opinion the GOR should accomodate shared use with cyclists. The GOR is a major
attraction to cyclists if it can be made safe. There available width on the GOR to
accomodate special cycle lanes

4/18/2022 1:26 PM

2 Some paths with low numbers of users could be shared but with common conflicts separate
paths are bett. Both walking paths and cycling paths or safe road bike lanes and paths are
needed.

4/4/2022 8:36 PM

3 It's too dangerous 4/1/2022 12:22 PM

4 Kids riding 3 abreast are the problem. Also they don’t wear helmets 3/10/2022 3:43 PM

5 Carrawong falls circuit ad example has significantly been degraded by bikes . Not
comfortable walking the circuit, need dedicated walking tracks. Big issue too with the
amount of hard surface gravel being put down on forest trails - takes away from the natural
environment and not pleasant to walk on

3/9/2022 9:15 PM

6 Cyclists dismount walking pace only signs are needed in some areas 3/9/2022 11:09 AM

7 In some cases yes. i have never had any issue at the Currawong Falls track which is
shared

3/9/2022 10:24 AM

8 We walk these walks to get away from cyclists 3/9/2022 10:02 AM

9 Bike riding in places like Currawong Falls track is often done by serious off road cyclists
who travel at pace

3/4/2022 6:19 PM

10 The cliff top walk between Lighthouse Rd and Lands end is signed No Cycling, many ignore
this and ride faster than conditions allow, endangering elderly, children, pets, etc.

3/3/2022 9:42 AM

11 They are walk areas pedestrian should have to dodge mountain bikes. Bikes can use fire
tracks and roads

2/28/2022 1:43 PM
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No: Separate pedestrian and bicycle routes

No opinion
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12 The Currawong falls walk is not much fun with mountain bike riders speeding down towards
you. I think the new shared path from here to Separation Creek will be good as it will be built
with all user groups in mind, but existing paths should be separate

2/15/2022 11:22 AM

13 Having seen the speed that cyclists travel at it's dangerous to have them share walking
paths.

2/14/2022 4:00 PM

14 Yes, if there is plenty of room on routes for both pedestrians and cyclists. 2/12/2022 1:58 PM

15 Where appropriate, and traffic volumes are lower. Seperate recommended for cliff walk and
connections from SLSC to bottom shops / top shops.

2/11/2022 10:45 AM

16 Bikes a pain in neck fir elderly or hard of hearing or wobbly. 2/8/2022 10:48 AM

17 Especially coastal walks and cliff top. Perhaps limit cyclists on busy forest walks 2/8/2022 10:31 AM

18 Cycling should only be on roads or special bike paths. Shared pedestrian and cycling paths
are a disaster and make everyone cross!

2/6/2022 10:05 PM

19 Cyclists have designated paths/ tracks but often ride in pedestrian 2/6/2022 3:15 PM

20 Some can be shared but needs careful consideration eg no bikes or horses on cliff walk 2/6/2022 10:40 AM

21 I haven’t had any issues with mountain bikes, but road cyclists often don’t use their lane
and cause issues

2/6/2022 10:16 AM

22 I'd prefer motorbikes/trail bikes be kept off walking trails 2/3/2022 2:02 PM

23 I do have an opinion - I think there are some areas which could easily be shared and others
which shouldn't. I also think the widening of the Great Ocean Road is not a good idea - too
much damage to the existing land forms and encourages greater speed (and usually a
waste of money ie Anglesea additional lane).

2/2/2022 6:56 PM

24 Cyclists come at speed 2/2/2022 12:00 PM

25 Bicycles and pedestrians DO NOT MIX. Especially with the age profile of typical Aireys
pedestrians.

1/28/2022 9:22 PM

26 Can ruin a walk if you have to watch out for cyclists - can be dangerous if the paths are
narrow.

1/27/2022 12:57 PM

27 Too general a statement. Some are fine for sharing, others probably not. 1/27/2022 8:43 AM

28 This has become even more important with the increased use of electric bikes 1/26/2022 11:13 PM

29 Too dangerous to share because too many blind corners and overgrown vegetaion 1/26/2022 6:03 PM

30 Existing walkways often have limited forward visibility, increasing risks of joint pathways 1/26/2022 5:03 PM

31 Sharing of pedestrian and bicycle routes is possible depending on their width. 1/26/2022 2:19 PM

32 But better signage needed - especially on Currawong Falls walk - which used by mountain
bikers. who don't always see the one way sign before they set off.

1/26/2022 11:57 AM

33 Some: yes. Some: no. The shared part of the nature circuit at Distillery Creek appears to
work

1/26/2022 10:49 AM

34 Bike riders on walking trails are ruining the experience as well as being unsafe and
increasing erosion on the tracks.

1/26/2022 10:38 AM

35 Additional Comment: Thank you Rubbish Rangers, your work is appreciated. I do feel
though that your posts on Facebook are not targeting the people who are the main
offenders. While I do not join this group I am a daily rubbish collector and see fishing people
and tourist offending. How do we reach out to these people who are not on 3231?

1/26/2022 7:56 AM

36 Faster moving cyclists are a threat to people walking with children and dogs 1/25/2022 8:49 PM

37 but with speed limits 1/25/2022 5:14 PM

38 Not all, but some could be, e.g. Currawong Falls. Alternatively, bicycle specific trails need
to be built to cater for these users.

1/25/2022 2:47 PM

39 Depends on popularity— very popular pedestrian walks should be pedestrian only, others
can be shared

1/25/2022 10:45 AM

40 Encourage bike to slow down near walkers 1/25/2022 10:42 AM

41 Selective shared use complimented by dedicated pedestrian only routes. A major issue is 1/25/2022 9:40 AM
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motorcycles on forest routes.

42 Some could be shared - others too narrow or busy 1/25/2022 8:20 AM

43 Need to identify practical realities some tracks could be shared others not needing
alternatve tracks upgrades or limits

1/25/2022 8:18 AM

44 Pedestrian walkways as they are need to be kept free of cyclists. 1/25/2022 8:07 AM
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Q10 Basic information. Are you:
Answered: 157 Skipped: 1

Total Respondents: 157  
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Q11 Your age:
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